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A massive infusion of performance may not be the universal automotive panacea, but it sure
doesn't hurt. That basic truth clearly was not lost on the troops at Lexus when it came time to
develop a successor to the GS Dramatic changes were sorely needed to bring this slick,
rear-drive sedan back from the edge of oblivion. That won't be the case for ' The car has been
completely redone-and done right. While the second-generation GS is no slouch see sidebar ,
it's the fire-breathing Vpowered GS variant that's really destined to shake things up. Able to
streak from mph in 5. Lexus believes this new GS lineup will account for nearly 20, units
annually-more than 30 times its current level. Sleeker sheetmetal and a tidier underbody trimout
help improve both aerodynamics and fuel efficiency. Lurking beneath its slippery skin is an
all-new unibody that boasts 25 percent more bending rigidity and 32 percent greater torsional
stiffness. Along with contributing to a more precise handling feel, that added strength
significantly bolsters the impact resistance of its central passenger cell. Other notable GS
safety standards include "depowered" dual front airbags, seat-mounted side bags in the front
buckets, and supplemental built-in head protection that exceeds current federal specs. Mighty
heart of the new GS is a thoroughly massaged version of the silky 4. For '98, it wears new
cylinder heads that feature continuously variable valve timing with intelligence VVT-i on the
intakes, a first for a production V Other changes include lighter pistons and rods, plus a new
dual-stage intake manifold and free-flowing tubular exhaust plumbing. Collectively, those
upgrades boost horsepower from to and peak torque from to pound-feet, with 80 percent of that
twist on call as low as rpm. Helping maximize these gains is an all-new five-speed automatic
with adaptive capabilities. This system, dubbed "E-shift" by Lexus, delivers quick, smooth
changes that make slicing through workaday traffic almost as much fun as close encounters
with twisty backroads. Confirming just how far electronic controls have advanced in the past
few years, the best acceleration times we achieved came sans brake torquing and with the
transmission in full-auto mode. The GS 's accelerative capabilities are properly counterbalanced
by a couple of welcome adjuncts. First, are ABS-abetted disc binders that are easy to modulate
and deliver consistent straight, short stops. Integrating ABS, traction control, and throttle, VSC
adds a tangible element of stability to the mix by deftly countering various oversteer and
understeer conditions with appropriate contravening brake applications. Even when blitzing
about in full-tilt mode with VSC switched off, the GS is reassuringly predictable-although trailing
throttle and brake maneuvers do require a bit more finesse. At least partial credit for the GS'
exemplary dynamic deportment goes to its fully independent underpinnings, which were
comprehensively changed for ' The familiar double-wishbone front suspension was retuned for
better compliance and the rear layout employs a new multiple-link design that's smaller, lighter,
and more space-efficient than the old hardware. Its vehicle-speed-sensitive power-assisted
rack-and-pinion steering lacks the crisp immediacy of a 5 Series BMW, but this lithe Lexus
tracks cleanly through corners, displaying only modest body roll. Although performance plays a
major role in the recasting of the GS, there's been no loss of luxury. If anything, the all-new
interior, with its yards of supple leather and bountiful walnut accent trim, displays even more of
an upscale LS character. An extra 4. Employing the latest strain of "Optitron" backlighting, the
all-new instrument cluster sports easy-to-read analog gauges in pale aqua with dark-gray
numerals. We're willing to bet the GS will be a real impact player in the class of ' And it'll let you
take four friends and their luggage along for the ride. Save for the V-8 engine, E-shift, leather
upholstery, and a chance to wear the inch wheel-and-tire package, the entry-level GS sedan gets
nearly all of the key standards found on its badder big brother, including an extremely
well-appointed interior and the VSC package. The GS 's 3. Graced with a new intake manifold
and low-restriction exhaust system, it now makes horsepower at rpm and pound-feet of torque
at rpm. However, VVT-i magnifies the gain of 5 ponies and 10 pound-feet of twist and endows
the engine with far more low- and mid-range punch. Paired with the same five-speed autoshifter
as the GS but driving through a slightly deeper differential gear 3. All things considered, the
new GS makes a solid case for itself when it comes to spirited motoring with a blatant luxury
twist. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. And Seriously Fast. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Performance has not been a priority for the company's sedans, and, although
the Lexus coupes have are more radical, and influential, in styling, even they are luxury cars
first and performance cars second. Recalibrate your thinking. The new Lexus GS sedans not
only have show-car styling, they have serious performance capabilities. Only the GS model
designation is the same, as the only parts shared with the old GS are the battery, the front
suspension design, and the 6-cylinder engine's crankshaft. They share styling and most
components other than the engine, but have distinctive personalities. The new GS is a fast
touring sedan. The GS is a land-bound executive jet. The HPS turned out to be, as its press
release said, "a dramatic hint of what's in the future for luxury sedans. The dramatic styling,
horsepower V8 with variable valve timing, adaptive-shift 5-speed automatic transmission with

electronic manual control E-shift, in the Lexus lexicon , and electronic vehicle stability control
VSC system are standard equipment. The HPS's self-leveling high-intensity discharge
headlights and navigation system are available on the GS I've had the opportunity to drive the
GS at the press introduction in Southern California, and for a recent week at home. The intro
included a brisk trip up the twistingly scenic Angeles Crest highway to the Streets Of Willow
road course at Willow Springs International Raceway, both excellent places to test handling,
braking, acceleration, and the VSC system. The GS is a Lexus that is completely at home on the
track, with no compromises against luxurious comfort in everyday life. It's a state-of-the-art
performance sedan that should give the Germans conniptions, and looks to be the best current
automatic-transmission sports sedan. It proclaims its power while losing none of its elegance.
The basic shape of the car, with its long, rounded passenger cabin, short hood and rear deck,
and short overhangs, is as radical as the Lexus SC coupe was at its introduction. It successfully
combines performance styling elements, including mildly flared fenders and aero-look front air
dam, side rocker panels, and rear fascia, with luxury cues like chrome trim around the lower
beltline and side windows. The large headlamps and inset high-beam lights update the design
pioneered by the SC and adopted by several other manufacturers, and are echoed by the
taillights. It will be interesting to see if the '98 GS has the same effect on competitor's styling as
did the original SC It is far closer to the LS in appointment and interior style than its ancestor,
with supple leather upholstery and tasteful amounts of walnut trim. There are memory positions
for the driver's seat, steering wheel, and mirrors, and the steering wheels tilts out of the way
automatically for entry and exit. All windows, and the moonroof, are one-touch open or close,
with pinch protection. The rear seat is contoured and commodious, and has both console and
floor vents. Although the rear overhang is shorter, the trunk is larger than in the previous GS
Automatic climate control and high-quality standard Pioneer or optional Nakamichi audio
systems enhance the luxury experience. The sports soul of the GS is reflected, literally, in its
easy-to-see "Optitron" back-lit instruments and thick, leather- wrapped steering wheel. And the
surge of power available via the right foot SAFETY: The GS has dual reduced-power front
airbags, side airbags, 3-point harnesses for all 5 seating positions, antilock brakes, traction
control, and the VSC anti-skid system as standard equipment. The suspension strikes a good
balance between luxury car comfort and sports sedan handling. The GS is not a cocoon. It is
quiet and comfortable around town. When pushed hard on the track, it responds well. The VSC
system really does work, and very transparently. Each arm of the steering wheel has an upshift
button on the back and a downshift button facing the driver. They are active only when the
gearshift lever is placed in "M", and placed so as to be easily available at any steering angle.
Shift speed in manual is as quick as that of a good manual gearbox. The electronic control unit
prevents downshifting when the engine would be overrevved in the lower gear, and locks out
first gear at all times. These are both good safety and longevity features. With horsepower and
lb-ft of torque from the 4-cam 4. Autobahn cruising speeds should be no problem, and variable
valve timing makes the GS just as well-suited for city commuting. Just put it in "D" and cruise the 5-speed automatic is one of the best and helps give the GS the best of both performance
and luxury. Curb Weight lbs. Pounds Per Horsepower Search, Explore, and Discover!
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very good. Took time was
informative and helped me get my car. Not pushy. Knowledgeable and addressed my concerns.
The person I spoke with was very pleasant and took the time to explain. I never got in to
personally speak with him because I took ill. The dealer contacted me promptly after I messaged
him through CarGurus. I test drove the car, and a few days later he allowed me to borrow it for a
whole day for a local mechanic to do a pre-purchase inspection. The vehicle checked out very
nicely. I made an offer under the asking price and the process was of making the purchase was
fast and friendly. All in all, a great experience. Friendly didn't try to sell. Felt comfortable with all
the contacts. One of the best lot experiences I have ever had. Great low miles cars at reasonable
prices. Will make you happy you went. Great experience, Nazar took very good care of us and I
would recommend him to anyone Appreciate all he did for us with this car,. Sean was super
quick to respond to question and engaged me in a lot of background in the vehicle type I am
shopping for. I was contacted by the dealer to come test drive vehicle and conduct my own
inspection. I will do so as soon as time permits. Lexus introduced the GS in to quell complaints
that its GS cars lacked the power to be considered true sports sedans. Previous GS offerings
were too big and had engines that were too small to be anything more than a four door, luxury
sedan. That changed with the GS 's debut in The new vehicle had a 4. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow

down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Lexus
GS listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Arman. CarGurus Pay. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Lexus SC For Sale 11 listings. Purchased in Jan. It was in pristine condition. And it
still looks like a new car at , miles. Try to find a cert. The big point of this is what my Lexus
mechanic thinks of the GS He is an older guy with lots of knowledge and experience. He said,
"don't get rid of this car". No more need be said. I've had the car for 3 years now and it's been
extremely reliable and fun to drive. It's faster than most cars on the road. I've taken it to a turn
race track several times and it's done rather well. It's built for luxury, so it's not real great on the
turns, but the powerful V8 really moves on the straight-aways. I've even taken it drag racing. It's
pretty heavy, but can still do in about 6 seconds with 80, miles on the speedo. There are many
cars faster than that , but it's unbeatable for highway driving. If you're like me, you do a lot of
passing on the right for cars that like to drive slowly in the left lane. It takes only a few seconds
to go from My GS is now 11 years old with , miles on it, all driven by me. Coast to Coast 4 times,
L. Service at Dealer here in Eugene, OR. I take my driving quite seriously and "it's not how fast
you go, it's how you go fast. If you can find one that acts and looks good, go for it. Mine's a
"keeper. I had originally looked at a Lexus SC and noticed the performance numbers on the GS
by accident. The car had always seemed too expensive for me, but after reading the stats, I was
hooked! I've been driving a 98 GS for about 5 months and I couldn't be happier. Change the oil
and keep it clean. Nothing to it! This is easily a K mile engine and Lexus service departments
are top-notch. You'll be treated like a king. You deserve it for making such a smart purchase.
Let the BMW and Mercedes drivers suffer from depreciation. Yes, its true. Don't tell them it has
over K miles! After years with an old LS I was ready for newer. I fell in love with the GS not the
nor the If you read you will know why the is the way to go. Now the trick was to find one I went
on the hunt for a low miles less than 75K and in very nice condition. I found it. I bought it. Since
it is 12 years old and the rule when you talk to Lexus is 90K or months. So I had the timing chain
and water pump replaced for good measure and had the 60K done. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the GS View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Can't go wrong with a GS!!!
Items per page:. Write a review See all GS s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the GS Sign Up.
A gourmet blend of sport and luxury worth savoring, the GS has spoiled us over the past year.
Logbook entries like "Absolutely one of the best sedans ever built" gush with more loving
praise and adoration than Shakespeare's sonnets. The initial driver attraction is always with the
glorious 4. Racing mph in 5. The sound insulation, smooth controls, and tempered feedback
create an almost eerie isolation matched to the impressive performance abilities. Just point and
shoot, the GS practically teleports to its goal. The in-dash navigation system has proven easy to
program and quite accurate. Beyond basic guidance, we've appreciated how the system advises
on lane choice when approaching major highway splits, truly easing trips to new areas. The nav
monitor displaces the traditional audio and climate controls, requiring some mental retraining to
use the touch screen. Once learned, operation is logical and clear, though we find ourselves
sometimes tapping the screen more than once to effect change. Driveline configuration: Front
engine, rear drive mph, sec. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Motor Trend Staff
writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Last year's GS was an attractive car with an inviting
interior. It was, however, supposed to be Lexus's sport sedan, a mission it couldn't fulfill when
saddled with its rather large size and underpowered engine. Article after article in enthusiast
rags would call it a comfortable, competent handler that was seriously lacking a real motor.
Lexus is not content to take much flak over the competitiveness of their products. This became
obvious last year when they redesigned their ES to best in class levels after a few years of
hearing it called a glorified Camry. It was no surprise, then, when we heard that Lexus was
planning a dramatic improvement for their midlevel sport sedans. What did surprise us was the
level of improvement that the new car has received. While retaining the same basic outline as its
predecessor, the new GS is considerably more attractive. A beautiful quad headlight front end
sweeps back into the hood and fenders in much the same manner as Mercedes' E-Class cars.
Short front and rear overhangs give the GS a very sporty look, and the tidy hindquarters convey
an impression of agility. The appearance of the car is supported by improvements to the
drivetrain. This year sees the first application of V8 technology to Lexus's sport sedan. Dubbed
the GS , the V8 powered car is motivated by an aluminum four-cam engine with continuously
variable valve timing, the first application of such technology on a V8 engine. Hooked to this
horsepower engine is a five-speed automanual transmission that lets drivers choose their own

gears when the road gets twisty, but which can be operated in fully automatic mode during
everyday driving. Vehicle Skid Control is designed to measure the degree of steering wheel
angle and compare it to the car's direction. If it detects a serious difference, it will employ one
or more of the car's antilock brakes to put the car back on the driver's intended course. The
best thing about the GS is its high level of refinement and reasonable price. Available styles
include 4dr Sedan. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Lexus GS Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. High price. Lack of a manual transmission. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A totally redesigned GS appears for
Featuring a V8 with continuously variable valve timing, the new car lives up to the promise of
providing serious fun in an elegant package. Read more. Write a review See all 44 reviews. No
Substitute For A V Purchased in Jan. It was in pristine condition. And it still looks like a new car
at , miles. Try to find a cert. The big point of this is what my Lexus mechanic thinks of the GS He
is an older guy with lots of knowledge and experience. He said, "don't get rid of this car". No
more need be said. Perfect Family Sedan for a Speed Freak. I've had the car for 3 years now and
it's been extremely reliable and fun to drive. It's faster than most cars on the road. I've taken it to
a turn race track several times and it's done rather well. It's built for luxury, so it's not real great
on the turns, but the powerful V8 really moves on the straight-aways. I've even taken it drag
racing. It's pretty heavy, but can still do in about 6 seconds with 80, miles on the speedo. There
are many cars faster than that , but it's unbeatable for highway driving. If you're like me, you do
a lot of passing on the right for cars that like to drive slowly in the left lane. It takes only a few
seconds to go from Read less. Just say "No" to New Car. My GS is now 11 years old with , miles
on it, all driven by me. Coast to Coast 4 times, L. Service at Dealer here in Eugene, OR. I take my
driving quite seriously and "it's not how fast you go, it's how you go fast. If you can find one
that acts and looks good, go for it. Mine's a "keeper. Can't go wrong with a GS!!! I had originally
looked at a Lexus SC and noticed the performance numbers on the GS by accident. The car had
always seemed too expensive for me, but after reading the stats, I was hooked! I've been driving
a 98 GS for about 5 months and I couldn't be happier. Change the oil and keep it clean. Nothing
to it! This is easily a K mile engine and Lexus service departments are top-notch. You'll be
treated like a king. You deserve it for making such a smart purchase. Let the BMW and
Mercedes drivers suffer from depreciation. Yes, its true. Don't tell them it has over K miles! See
all 44 reviews of the Used Lexus GS Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the GS Sign Up.
Founded in , Lexus became Toyota's luxury brand and the LS became the first model. The GS
series got a redesign in , giving the mid-size luxury performance upgrades making the GS the
sportier offering. The 4. This is a one-owner car that spent most of its time at the summer home
of the family. It's been dealership maintained and always stored inside leaving the car in
excellent condition today. This Lexus is a steal and a lot of bang for your buck! We hold all the
service records and documentation including original window sticker! Please call or email for
more details! To see over 80 photos of this car, including under carriage please visit our
website We also welcome third party inspections when necessary. Although we try to do our
very best to be accurate in our description writing we are human and do make mistakes. All
sales final. Toggle navigation GR Auto Gallery of grand rapids. Subscribe to our newsletter.
Basic Year. Body Body Style. Interior Interior Color. Engine Engine Type. Upload Photos Here
Images. Receive News Letters. Thank you for your interest! We'll get back to you soon! Last
name. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem
loading this m
2004 vw passat parts diagram
audi a6 warning symbols
2004 kia optima timing belt diagram
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to

top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

